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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 The Florida Board of Governors (BOG) is in the process of finalizing a strategic plan that 
establishes goals for the development of the state’s eleven universities between 2003-04 and 
2012-13. In particular, the BOG and universities have established goals and plans for degree 
production and an expanded research capacity. The BOG has adopted two broad types of 
degree production goals: 
 

n to attain the national average in degrees awarded per capita by level by 
2012-13, where the relevant population base is defined as the 18-34 year 
old population, and 

n to award 50% of all degrees in nine targeted program areas that have been 
identified by the Board and other groups as being critical for the 
development of the state’s economy. 

 
In response to a BOG request, each of the universities submitted plans in June 2004 for degree 
production by level and major for each year between 2003-04 and 2012-13. 
 
 MGT of America, Inc., was retained by the Office of the Chancellor to assist in the 
analysis of university plans. As part of its six-week assignment, MGT was to: 
 

n examine the differences between the BOG goals and university plans for 
degree production by level, 

n examine the difference between the BOG goals and university plans for 
degree production in targeted programs, 

n identify challenges facing the BOG based on these analyses, 

n propose potential strategies that the BOG might adopt for reaching the 
goals, and  

n develop estimates of the operating costs and capital investments that will be 
required to reach the degree production goals. 

 
Additionally, MGT compiled a brief summary of university plans that were submitted in late 
October 2004 related to expanded research capacity. 
 
 The following document is a summary of the analyses conducted by MGT. The pages that 
follow begin with a general overview of findings, challenges, strategies and costs. Successive 
sections provide an increasingly more detailed treatment of analyses for each of the goals. The 
appendix includes further information on the BOG planning process, national benchmarks, and 
the study methodology. 
 



SECTION 2
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Board of Governors (BOG) has established goals for overall degree production by level as
well as for certain target high priority programs. This report provides an analysis of key
challenges facing the BOG in meeting the degree production goals and the goals for targeted
programs in its Y-Axis strategic plan. The report suggests potential strategies for BOG
consideration and estimates the operating costs and capital investment for reaching the BOG
goals.

Observations Related to Degree Production Goals

n The universities’ plans, if fulfilled, essentially will meet the overall BOG goal of reaching the
national level of degrees awarded for population age 18-44 by 2012-13.

− Bachelor’s Degrees: The sum of institutional plans is 97.8% of the BOG goal
for 2012-13. Institutional plans are 1,279 degrees under the goal of 58,622
awards in 2012-13.

− Master’s Degrees: The sum of institutional plans exceeds the BOG goal by
8.9% for 2012-13. Institutional plans are 1,580 degrees over the goal of 17,845
awards in 2012-13.

− Doctoral Degrees: The sum of institutional plans is more than double the BOG
goal for 2012-13. Institutional plans are 1,783 degrees over the goal of 1,508
awards in 2012-13.

− First Professional Degrees: The sum of institutional plans exceeds the BOG
goal by 0.7% for 2012-13. Institutional plans are 15 degrees over the goal of
2,278 awards in 2012-13.

Observations Related to Degree Production in Goals for Targeted Programs

n Implementing the universities’ plans for increased degree production in targeted programs
will not meet the BOG goal by 2012-13. Institutional plans will be 3,101 degrees short of the
BOG goal for awarding 50% of the degrees in targeted programs. The shortfall is most
pronounced at the bachelor’s level. Excess degree production exists in both targeted and
nontargeted programs at the doctoral level in 2012-13.

− Bachelor’s Degrees: The sum of university plans for degrees granted in
targeted programs is 86% of the imputed BOG goal for 2012-13. Institutional
plans are 4,016 degrees below the imputed BOG goal of 29,258 bachelor’s
degrees for 2012-13.

− Master’s Degrees: The sum of university plans for degrees granted in targeted
programs is 99% of the imputed BOG goal for 2012-13. Institutional plans are
116 degrees below the imputed BOG goal of 8,906 master’s degrees for 2012-
13.

− Doctoral Degrees: The sum of university plans for degrees granted in targeted
programs is 238% of the imputed BOG goal for 2012-13. Institutional plans are
1,040 degrees above the imputed BOG goal of 753 doctoral degrees for 2012-
13.

− First Professional Degrees: The sum of university plans for degrees granted in
targeted programs is 99.6% of the imputed BOG goal for 2012-13. Institutional
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plans are 9 degrees below the imputed BOG goal of 2,202 professional
degrees for 2012-13.

Challenges Related to Meeting the BOG Goals

n Additional opportunities to produce 1,279 more bachelor’s degrees than are currently
envisioned in university plans will need to be found.

n University plans for growth exceed BOG goals at the graduate level, but fall short at the
undergraduate level.

n Not meeting bachelor’s degree production goal may limit the applicant pool for planned
growth in graduate degrees.

n Despite the fact that the collective plans will result in Florida awarding degrees at rates by
level that are near or surpass the national average, significant portions of the state may
remain without adequate geographic access to university programs.

n Some of the university plans for growth may prove to be more aggressive than can be
achieved by 2012-13.

n Additional means to attract $236 million in sponsored funding for research will need to be
identified to reach the BOG goal for building world-class academic programs and research
capacity.

Potential Strategies for Board of Governors Consideration

n Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees
report to the BOG on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim degree production goals.

n Encourage universities, especially those with lower than average planned growth rates at
the bachelor’s level, to develop more aggressive growth goals.

n Encourage universities, especially those with significantly higher than average planned
growth rates at the graduate level, to develop less aggressive goals and, as appropriate,
focus more attention at the bachelor’s level.

n Encourage universities to reprioritize growth plans from lower priority program areas to
targeted programs.

n Revise doctoral program approval procedures, as necessary, to ensure resources are
directed to new programs that specifically respond to state goals and needs.

n Analyze college participation rates at each level by county of residence to determine if
geographic access challenges still exist. Develop plans to establish new branch campuses
and/or institutions in any areas identified as having major geographic access issues.

n Provide incentives to students to seek degrees in targeted programs.

n Prioritize the recommended funding for capital projects by their relation to the BOG goals.

Annual Operating Cost Estimates

n Annual operating costs are estimated to increase significantly if either the university plans or
the BOG goals for expanded degree production are to be achieved:

− $873 million per year for university plans

− $694 million per year for BOG goals
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n The principal factor in explaining the $179 million difference in operating fund requirements
between the university plans and the BOG goals is at the doctoral degree level. The
university plans call for 1,783 more doctoral degrees awarded per year than required by the
BOG goals, with an additional requirement for operating funds of $176 million.

n Of the $873 million in estimated spending requirements for expanded degree production in
the university plans, $536 million are projected for programs in the 9 targeted programs
areas.

Capital Investment Projections

n Capital investment in new university facilities is estimated to increase significantly if either
the university plans or the BOG goals for expanded degree production are achieved:

− $2.1 billion for university plans

− $1.4 billion for BOG goals

n The principal factor in explaining the $663 million difference in capital investment between
the university plans and the BOG goals is at the doctoral degree level. The university plans
call for 1,783 more doctoral degrees awarded per year than required by the BOG goals, with
an additional requirement for capital investment of $653 million.

n If the BOG goals for degree production by level are to be attained, $955 million of the total
$1.433 billion are estimated to be related to increases in the numbers of bachelor’s degrees.

Summary

The university plans, if fulfilled, provide a strong basis for achieving the BOG goals. Since
funding the estimated operating costs and capital investment for the increased number of
degrees will be a challenge, the BOG and universities must set priorities that are closely attuned
to state needs.



SECTION 3
OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS, CHALLENGES, STRATEGIES, AND
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OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS, CHALLENGES, STRATEGIES, AND
COSTS RELATED TO EACH GOAL

BACHELOR’S DEGREE PRODUCTION

Observations

The sum of university plans for bachelor’s degree production falls 1,279 degrees (or 2.2%) short
of the BOG goal to produce 58,622 bachelor’s degrees per year by 2012-13.

Even though the university plans fall short of the BOG goal, they represent considerable
progress toward closing the gap between the state’s recent 45th rank in baccalaureate
production and the goal to be at the national average.

Six universities plan for growth in degree production at a rate equal to or greater than the 41%
BOG system-wide growth goal at the bachelor’s level:

n FAMU – 111%
n FGCU – 175%
n UCF – 42%
n USF – 47%
n UWF – 78%
n NCF – 52%

Two universities’ planned growth rates in degree production call for more than doubling the
number of degrees awarded at the bachelor’s level:

n FGCU – 175%
n FAMU – 111%

Five universities plan for growth in bachelor’s degree production at a rate less than the 41%
BOG system-wide goal:

n FAU – 32%
n FIU – 37%
n FSU – 22%
n UF – 6%
n UNF – 33%

Twenty-five percent of the planned growth in FTE enrollment at the undergraduate level is
expected to occur at branch campuses and other extended locations rather than at the current
main campuses.

n USF’s planned growth at branch campuses and other extended locations accounts for
49% of the SUS total growth in off-campus production of bachelor’s degrees.

Challenges

Additional opportunities to produce 1,279 more bachelor’s degrees than are currently
envisioned in university plans will need to be found if the BOG goal is to be achieved.
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Each of the universities will need to achieve their respective levels of planned growth to reach
97.8% of the BOG goal.

The universities will need to implement 28 planned new degree programs to attract a portion of
the planned growth.

Some regions of the state may continue to face a lack of adequate geographic access to
bachelor’s degree programs.

The expanded level of undergraduate enrollment will likely create a demand for increased
funding for both Bright Futures and need-based financial aid.

Potential Strategies for Board of Governors Consideration

Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees report to
the Board of Governors on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim baccalaureate degree
production goals.

Encourage universities, especially those with lower than average planned growth rates at the
bachelor’s level, to develop more aggressive growth goals.

Analyze college participation rates at the baccalaureate level by county of residence to
determine if geographic access challenges still exist.  Develop plans to establish new branch
campuses and/or institutions in any areas identified as having major geographic access issues.

Extend the time frame for achievement of bachelor’s degree production goals beyond 2012-13.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded bachelor’s degree production is:

n $438 million to achieve the university plans for 15,228 additional degrees.
n $474 million to achieve the BOG goal for 16,507 additional degrees.

The estimated one-time capital investment for new space to handle expanded bachelor’s
degree production is:

n $881 million to achieve the university plans for 15,228 additional degrees.
n $955 million to achieve the BOG goal for 16,507 additional degrees.
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MASTER’S DEGREE PRODUCTION

Observations

The sum of university plans for master’s degree production exceeds the BOG goal to produce
17,845 degrees per year by 2012-13 by 1,580 degrees, or 8.9%.

Four universities plan for growth in degree production at a rate equal to or greater than the 41%
BOG system-wide growth goal:

n FAMU – 166%
n FGCU – 198%
n FSU – 52%
n UF – 71%

Two universities’ planned growth rates in degree production call for more than doubling the
number of degrees awarded at the master’s level:

n FGCU – 198%
n FAMU – 166%

Six universities plan for growth in master’s degree production at a rate less than the 41% BOG
system-wide growth goal:

n FAU – 33%
n FIU – 37%
n UCF – 38%
n UNF – 17%
n USF – 38%
n UWF – 33%

New College of Florida, as an undergraduate liberal arts college, has no plans to offer master’s
degrees.

Twenty-nine percent of the planned growth in FTE enrollment at the Graduate I level is
expected to occur at branch campuses and other extended locations rather than at the current
main campuses.

Challenges

The universities will need to implement 29 planned new degree programs to attract a portion of
the planned growth.

Some regions of the state may continue to face a lack of adequate geographic access to
master’s degree programs.

The BOG will need to ensure that scarce fiscal resources available to state universities are
directed to degree levels with the greatest need.
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Potential Strategies for Board of Governors’ Consideration

Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees report to
the Board of Governors on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim master’s degree production
goals.

Encourage universities, especially those with significantly higher than average planned growth
rates at the master’s level, to develop less aggressive goals and, as appropriate, focus more
attention at the bachelor’s level.

Analyze college participation rates at the master’s level by county of residence to determine if
geographic access challenges still exist.  Develop plans to establish new branch campuses
and/or institutions in any areas identified as having major geographic access issues.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded master’s degree production is:

n $159 million to achieve the university plans for 6,684 additional degrees.
n $122 million to achieve the BOG goal for 5,104 additional degrees.

The estimated one-time capital investment for new space to handle expanded master’s degree
production is:

n $341 million to achieve the university plans for 6,684 additional degrees.
n $260 million to achieve the BOG goal for 5,104 additional degrees.
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DOCTORAL DEGREE PRODUCTION

Observations

The sum of university plans for doctoral degree production exceeds the BOG goal to produce
1,508 degrees per year by 2012-13 by 1,783 degrees, or 118.2%.

Eight universities plan for growth in degree production at a rate equal to or greater than the 13%
BOG system-wide growth goal:

n FAMU – 1591%
n FAU – 154%
n FIU – 225%
n FSU – 65%
n UCF – 171%
n UF – 110%
n UNF – 720%
n USF – 119%

Only one university plans for growth in degree production at a rate less than the 13% goal:

n UWF – 7%

FGCU, which awarded no doctorates in 2003-04, plans to award 15 degrees at this level in
2012-13.

New College of Florida, as an undergraduate liberal arts college, has no plans to offer doctoral
degrees.

Two percent of the planned growth in FTE enrollment at the graduate II level is expected to
occur at locations other than the current main campuses.

At planned levels of doctoral awards, four universities will change one Carnegie Classification
and one university will change by two Carnegie Classifications.

Challenges

The universities will need to implement 33 planned new degree programs to attract a portion of
the planned growth.

One university (UF) has plans that call for it to account for 96% of the BOG system-wide goal for
doctoral degree production.

Some regions of the state may continue to face a lack of adequate geographic access to
doctoral degree programs.

Significant (and potentially unapproved) changes in institutional mission are inherent in
university plans for doctoral degree production.
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Fiscal resources are unlikely to be available to state universities in amounts necessary to
achieve planned expansion at the doctoral level.

Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees report to
the Board of Governors on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim doctoral degree production
goals.

Encourage universities, especially those with significantly higher than average planned growth
rates at the doctoral level, to develop less aggressive growth plans and, as appropriate, focus
more attention on the bachelor’s level.

Analyze college participation rates at the doctoral level by county of residence to determine if
geographic access challenges still exist.  Develop plans to establish new branch campuses
and/or institutions in any areas identified as having major geographic access issues.

Revise doctoral program approval procedures, as necessary, to ensure that resources are
directed to new programs that specifically respond to state goals and needs.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded doctoral degree production is:

n $183 million to achieve the university plans for 1,849 additional degrees.
n $7 million to achieve the BOG goal for 66 additional degrees.

The estimated one-time capital investment for space to handle expanded doctoral degree
production is:

n $677 million to achieve the university plans for 1,849 additional degrees.
n $24 million to achieve the BOG goal for 66 additional degrees.
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PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PRODUCTION

Observations

The sum of university plans for professional degree production closely matches the BOG goal to
produce 2,278 degrees per year by 2012-13; the university plans exceed the goal by 15
degrees, or just 0.7%.

Three universities plan for growth in professional degree production at a rate equal to or greater
than the 57% BOG system-wide growth goal:

n FAMU – 244%
n FSU – 102%
n USF – 122%

One university plans for growth in professional degree production at a rate less than the 57%
BOG goal:

n UF – 26%

Seven universities did not include any plans for production of professional degrees in their
submissions to the BOG.

Sixty-seven percent of the planned growth in FTE enrollment for law students over the same
period is expected to occur at locations other than the current main campuses - mostly reflecting
the fact that the new FAMU law school is being developed in Orlando rather than in
Tallahassee.

Challenges

Program-level analyses will be needed to distinguish between projected overproduction of
pharmacy graduates and underproduction of medical graduates.

The universities, on average, will need to reach 98% of their planned growth amounts for the
state university system to reach the BOG goal.

Some regions of the state may continue to face lack of adequate geographic access to
professional degree programs.

Pending university plans for new medical schools are not yet included in planned levels of
production of professional degrees.

Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees report to
the Board of Governors on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim professional degree
production goals.
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Conduct a careful analysis of plans presented for new programs at the professional level to
ensure they are responsive to high priority state needs.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded professional degree production is:

n $93 to achieve the university plans for 904 additional degrees.
n $92 million to achieve the BOG goal for 889 additional degrees.

The estimated one-time capital investment for new space to handle expanded professional
degree production is:

n $197 million to achieve the university plans for 904 additional degrees.
n $194 million to achieve the BOG goal for 889 additional degrees.
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TOTAL DEGREE PRODUCTION

Observations

Currently, only one university nationally enrolled more than 50,000 headcount students in 2001.
To achieve their plans for degree production, three Florida universities expect to surpass the
50,000-student threshold:

n USF – 58,802
n UF – 55,239
n UCF – 51,908

FTE enrollment of 208,771 is planned to occur on the main campuses of the SUS institutions
and 39,012 FTE on their extended campuses.

FAMU plans to expand its degree production by 136% between 2003-04 and 2012-13, thereby
growing in the coming decade more than in its entire history to date.

Challenges

University plans for growth exceed BOG goals at the graduate level, but fall short at the
undergraduate level.

Some of the university plans for growth may prove to be more aggressive than can be achieved
by 2012-13.

Not meeting bachelor’s degree production goals may limit the applicant pool for planned growth
in graduate degrees.

Some institutions may become too large to continue to function as responsive, efficient
universities that meet regional and statewide needs.

Despite the fact that the collective plans will result in Florida awarding degrees at rates by level
that are near or surpass the national average, significant portions of the state may remain
without adequate geographic access to university programs.

Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees report to
the Board of Governors on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim professional degree
production goals.

Encourage universities, especially those with significantly higher than average planned growth
rates at the graduate level, to develop less aggressive goals and, as appropriate, focus more
attention at the bachelor’s level.

Analyze university participation rates by county of residence to determine if geographic access
challenges still exist.  Develop plans to establish new branch campuses and/or institutions in
any areas identified as having major geographic access issues.
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Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded degree production across all levels
is:

n $873 million to achieve the university plans for 24,665 additional degrees.
n $694 million to achieve the BOG goal for 22,566 additional degrees.

The estimated one-time capital investment for new space to handle expanded degree
production across all levels is:

n $2.1 billion to achieve the university plans for 24,665 additional degrees.
n $1.4 billion to achieve the BOG goal for 22,566 additional degrees.
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BACHELOR’S DEGREE PRODUCTION IN TARGETED PROGRAMS

Observations

Across all 9 targeted program areas, university plans anticipate awarding 7,933 additional
bachelor’s degrees, which is 4,016 degrees fewer than imputed BOG goal of 11,949.

University plans fall short of imputed BOG goals for bachelor’s degree production in 7 of the 9
targeted program categories:

n Critical needs in education
n Critical needs in health care
n Emerging technologies – mechanical science and manufacturing
n Emerging technologies – natural science and technology
n Emerging technologies – medical science and health care
n Emerging technologies – design and construction
n Economic development – high wage/high demand occupations

University plans surpass imputed BOG goals for bachelor’s degree production in 2 of the 9
targeted program categories:

n Emerging technologies – computer science and information technology
n Emerging technologies – electronic media and simulation

University plans for bachelor’s degree production surpass the de facto BOG goal for Educated
Citizenry & Workforce, the 10 th category that represents the balance of all nontargeted
programs.

Challenges

Several universities plan for surprisingly low growth in bachelor’s degree production in some of
the targeted programs.

Growth plans for 7 of the 9 targeted programs rely on very ambitious growth plans of some
universities, which might be difficult to achieve.

Growth plans for 6 of the 9 targeted programs rely on only one or two universities, making
attainment of the BOG goals at risk if a single university falls short of its plan.

University plans for growth in bachelor’s degree production in the targeted programs are
dependent on the establishment of 14 new degree programs.

Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees report to
the Board of Governors on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim bachelor’s degree
production goals in each targeted program.
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Encourage universities to reprioritize growth plans at the bachelor’s level from lower priority
program areas to targeted programs.

Extend the time frame for achievement of bachelor’s degree production goals in targeted areas
beyond 2012-13.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded bachelor’s degree production in
targeted programs is:

n $260 million to achieve the university plans for 7,933 additional degrees.
n $391 million to achieve the BOG goal for 11,949 additional degrees.

The estimated one-time capital investment for space to handle expanded bachelor’s degree
production in targeted programs is:

n $459 million to achieve the university plans for 7,933 additional degrees.
n $691 million to achieve the BOG goal for 11,949 additional degrees.
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MASTER’S DEGREE PRODUCTION IN TARGETED PROGRAMS

Observations

Across all 9 targeted program areas, university plans anticipate an increase of 3,297 master’s
degrees, falling short of the BOG system-wide goal of 3,413 by 116 degrees, or 3.4%.

University plans fall short of imputed BOG goals for master’s degree production in 3 of the 9
targeted program categories:

n Critical needs in education
n Emerging technologies – design and construction
n Economic development – high wage/high demand occupations

University plans surpass imputed BOG goals for master’s degree production in 6 of the 9
targeted program categories:

n Critical needs in health care
n Emerging technologies – mechanical science and manufacturing
n Emerging technologies – natural science and technology
n Emerging technologies – medical science and health care
n Emerging technologies – computer science and information technology
n Emerging technologies – electronic media and simulation

University plans for master’s degree production surpass the de facto BOG goal for Educated
Citizenry & Workforce.

Challenges

Several universities plan for surprisingly low growth in master’s degree production in some of
the targeted programs.

Growth plans for 7 of the 9 targeted program areas rely on only one or two universities, making
attainment of the BOG goals at risk if a single university falls short of its plan.

University plans for growth in master’s degree production in the targeted programs are
dependent on the establishment of 10 new degree programs.

Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees report to
the Board of Governors on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim bachelor’s degree
production goals in each targeted program.

Encourage universities to reprioritize growth plans at the master’s level from lower priority
program areas to targeted programs.
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Encourage universities to shift growth plans at the master’s level from target areas where
overproduction is likely at the system-wide level to target areas where goals are not expected to
be met.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded master’s degree production in
targeted programs is:

n $88 million to achieve the university plans for 3,297 additional degrees.
n $91 million to achieve the BOG goal for 3,413 additional degrees.

The estimated one-time capital investment for space to handle expanded master’s degree
production in targeted programs is:

n $168 million to achieve the university plans for 3,297 additional degrees.
n $174 million to achieve the BOG goal for 3,413 additional degrees.
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DOCTORAL DEGREE PRODUCTION IN TARGETED PROGRAMS

Observations

Across all 9 targeted program areas, university plans anticipate awarding 1,002 additional
degrees even though the 2003-04 level already exceeds the 2012-13 goal for targeted
programs by 38 degrees.

University plans fall short of imputed BOG goals for doctoral degree production in none of the
targeted program categories.

University plans surpass imputed BOG goals for doctoral degree production in 8 of the 9
targeted program categories:

n Critical needs in education
n Critical needs in health care
n Emerging technologies – mechanical science and manufacturing
n Emerging technologies – natural science and technology
n Emerging technologies – medical science and health care
n Emerging technologies – computer science and information technology
n Emerging technologies – design and construction
n Economic development – high wage/high demand occupations

No goal for doctoral degree production was imputed for one target area due to lack of a national
benchmark:

n Emerging technologies – electronic media and simulation

University plans for doctoral degree production surpass the de facto BOG goal for Educated
Citizenry & Workforce.

Challenges

The universities will need to implement 16 planned new degree programs to attract a portion of
the planned growth in targeted programs.

The universities also plan to implement 17 new degree programs at the doctoral level in
nontargeted areas, contributing to the imbalance between BOG goals and university plans.

Significant (and potentially unapproved) changes in institutional mission are inherent in
university plans for doctoral degree production.

Fiscal resources are unlikely to be available to state universities in amounts necessary to
achieve planned expansion at the doctoral level.
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Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Develop an annual performance monitoring system where university boards of trustees report to
the Board of Governors on progress in meeting 2012-13 and interim doctoral degree production
goals in targeted areas.

Encourage universities, especially those with significantly higher than average planned growth
rates at the doctoral level, to develop less aggressive growth plans and, as appropriate, focus
more attention on the bachelor’s level.

Discourage universities from developing plans for doctoral degree programs in areas that are
not high priority for degree production.

Revise doctoral program approval procedures, as necessary, to ensure that resources are
directed to new programs that specifically respond to state goals and needs.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded doctoral degree production in
targeted programs is:

n $107 million to achieve the university plans for 1,002 additional degrees.
n The BOG goal indicates a reduction of 38 degrees, which equates to $4.1

million in reduced investment.

The estimated one-time capital investment for space to handle expanded doctoral degree
production in targeted programs is:

n $367 million to achieve the university plans for 1,002 additional degrees.
n The BOG goal indicates a reduction of 38 degrees, which equates to $13.9

million in reduced investment.
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PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PRODUCTION IN TARGETED PROGRAMS

Observations

While overall plans for growth in professional degree production closely match the BOG goals,
overproduction is anticipated in some target areas and underproduction in others.

University plans fall short of imputed BOG goals for professional degree production in one
targeted program category:

n Emerging technologies – medical science and health care (e.g., the M.D.
degree)

University plans surpass imputed BOG goals for professional degree production in one program
category:

n Critical needs in health care (e.g., doctor of pharmacy)

University plans for professional degree production in one target area are closely aligned with
imputed BOG goals:

n Other High Wage/High Demand Programs (i.e., law)

Challenges

Potential new programs at the professional level are narrowly focused on specific occupations,
but employment demand information is often lacking.

Potential new programs in the medical and health care areas are relatively expensive on a per-
graduate basis.

Although not included in the university plans submitted for this analysis, several proposals for
new medical schools are expected during the coming months.

Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Establish high standards of state need for new professional degree programs to be considered.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded professional degree production in
targeted programs is:

n $82 million to achieve the university plans for 804 additional degrees.
n $83 million to achieve the BOG goal for 813 additional degrees.
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The estimated one-time capital investment for space to handle expanded professional degree
production is:

n $175 million to achieve the university plans for 804 additional degrees.
n $177 million to achieve the BOG goal for 813 additional degrees.
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TOTAL DEGREE PRODUCTION IN TARGETED PROGRAMS

Observations

SUS degree production in the targeted areas, at 43% of all degrees, already exceeds the
national average for public institutions at 32%.

Across all degree levels, university plans for targeted programs fall 3,101 degrees short (19%)
of meeting the BOG goal of 16,137 additional degrees.

Based on imputed BOG goals for degree production in targeted programs by level, university
plans for:

n Bachelor’s degrees fall short of the goal by 4,016 degrees
n Master’s degrees fall short of the goal by 116 degrees
n Doctoral degrees surpass the goal by 1,040 degrees
n Professional degrees fall short of the goal by 9 degrees

Challenges

University plans for degree production, which match BOG goals reasonably well at 2 of the 4
degree levels, are not well aligned with the BOG goals for targeted program areas.

Imputed degree production BOG goals for target programs by program and level, which are
based on the national distribution of degrees awarded and the BOG overall 50% target, provide
just one of many benchmarks for assessing university plans by program and level.

Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Consider alternative techniques for developing goals for each targeted program by level:

n Other options for imputing the 50% goal across levels and by program.
n Specific targets for certain programs and certain degree levels.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating cost for expanded degree production in targeted
programs is:

n $536 million to achieve the university plans for 13,036 additional degrees.
n $561 million to achieve the BOG goal for 16,137 additional degrees.

The estimated one-time capital investment for space to handle expanded degree production in
targeted programs is:

n $1.2 billion to achieve the university plans for 13,036 additional degrees.
n $1.0 billion to achieve the BOG goal for 16,137 additional degrees.

Capital investment for university plans is greater than that for BOG goals, even though there are
fewer degrees, due to the greater number and cost of doctoral degrees included in the
university plans.
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BUILDING WORLD-CLASS ACADEMIC PROGRAMS AND RESEARCH CAPACITY

Observations

Eight universities plan to increase their average research expenditures per faculty member from
all funding sources by 2012-13. The BOG goal assumed constant spending on a per faculty
member basis.

Nine universities plan to increase their average research expenditures per faculty member from
federal sources by 2012-13. The BOG goal assumed constant spending on a per faculty
member basis.

Total sponsored research spending is planned to increase by 81%, or $236 million short of the
BOG goal to increase by 130%.

Eight universities plan to increase the rate of patents per faculty member.

New College of Florida, which has a mission for high quality undergraduate instruction, did not
submit specific plans for sponsored research expenditures.

FGCU, which is still in its early years of operation, provided only partial plans for its developing
research program.

Challenges

Additional means to attract $236 million in sponsored funding for research will need to be
identified to achieve the BOG goal.

The expectations for a research mission for several universities will need to be clarified.

Potential Strategies for BOG Consideration

Encourage and support universities to be more aggressive in improving their performance in
rate of sponsored research support per faculty member.

Extend the time frame for achievement of research expenditure goals beyond 2012-13.

Projected Costs

The estimated additional annual operating costs for expanded research productivity cannot be
specifically determined.  A significant portion of the cost to expand research is imbedded in the
cost to expand degree production, since the typical work assignment for faculty members
includes time to conduct research and seek external funding.

The estimated capital investment for expanded research productivity cannot be specifically
determined.  A significant portion of the capital investment to expand research is imbedded in
the capital investment to expand degree production, since the space needs formula includes
research laboratory space for graduate students and faculty.
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